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Circulation
Frequency 10 Issues

Print Run 12,000 copies

Distribution
◼ United Arab Emirates 

◼ Bahrain

◼ Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

◼ Kuwait

◼ Qatar

◼ Oman

Distribution 
Network
◼ Cycling Shops

◼ Retail Outlets

◼ Airlines

◼ Sponsored Copies

◼ Subscriptions

◼ iTunes, App Store

 TARGET MARKET
The Middle East’s affluent and
passionate road cycling community,
who are devoted to constantly
improving their ability to ride. 

 ADVERTISING BENEFITS

» Partner with the ONLY cycling title
 in the region
» Reach your target audience of
 affluent and active consumers
» Appear alongside vibrant editorial

and cutting-edge design

Dedicated solely to
road cycling, Cyclist
is a unique, best-
selling magazine in
a growing market.
A celebration of
adventure and
exploration, plus
the equipment
that makes road
cycling so special,
Cyclist reveals the
world’s best routes
and takes readers
behind the doors
of the sport’s most
iconic brands.
Inside you’ll find
performance advice
from top experts,
detailed reviews of
the best road bikes 

and technology available in today’s market, plus exclusive 
access to some of the best professional teams on the planet. 
Cyclist also looks the part, mixing in-depth articles with 
breathtaking imagery from the sport’s best photographers.

Since its launch in the UK in 2012, Cyclist has been an
unprecedented success, with rapid circulation growth and
a loyal subscriber base. Cyclist has filled a significant gap in
the market and has quickly established itself as the premium
road cycling magazine that riders reach for.

In-depth  
travel guides 

Performance and 
maintenance advice  

Local stories, 
local riders

The best new  
bikes reviewed

Contents In every issue

Middle East For the
ROAD

20 challenging rides to try across the emirate

The bike market is a great place to be, especially the
growing road scene. And we at Motivate have no doubt that
the exponential growth being experienced in this sector in
the Middle East is a journey that many more people will
join over the coming years.

With award-winning Cyclist, which will also feature
additional content from BikesEtc, the Middle East now
has its own premium magazine focussing on local riders.
Added to this, we will be launching www.cyclistmag.ae in
the near future to allow the region’s cycling community to
interact in one place.

Cyclist enhances Motivate’s strong suite of brands adding
the attention of one of the most affluent premium
audiences in the Middle East. They ride more, earn more
and spend more than any other audience.

They also work as huge advocates on your behalf, whether
you’re a retailer, distributor or brand. If you are targeting
the road cycling market, this is the place to be.

Why advertise 
with Cyclist?



Positional statement

» One of the fastest growing magazines in the  
cycling world

» Unique top-right position in the market

» Premium audience – highest earners, spenders 
and number of hours in the saddle

» Quality environment – art, photography,  
design, and production values

Reader facts

» On average they ride 101 kilometres per week

» Their current bike cost them on average $2,127

» They will spend on average $2,975 on their next bike

» 87% recommend to their peers what bikes and kit to buy

» 88% subscriber retention to the magazine (UK Stat)

» 87% of readers agree that Cyclist is a unique product 
 in the market

» More than 44% will buy a new bike in the next 
 12 months

» $433 spent on cycling parts and accessories in the last 
 12 months

» 70% have ridden in a UK or overseas cycling event

» 34% have been on an overseas cycling holiday

Demographics

» Average age 36

» 85% male readership

» Likely to be in a management position within finance 
& banking, IT, media

Source: Cyclist UK Reader Survey from Issue 24




